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just because youre a good dunker doesnt mean you have a chance of winning the dunk contest. all the years ive been watching this, ive never seen a well-rounded competitor win.
like, ever. i think if someone had tried to win it in the past decade, he would have been laughed out of the building. as i was watching i kept thinking about all of the ways that this
dunk could be better, and this only took 20 or 30 seconds to figure out. how often does that happen? with all of the context you can provide, theres a good chance that the most

successful player in a competition will be far more thoughtfully constructed than he is simply on the basis of what he is doing right now. when i saw j.j. pull up the basket at the end
of the game, i kind of thought that was a terrible idea. i didn?t want to see if he could just throw it down on top of the backboard. i felt like you dont want to do that because you?ll

never know if he?s going to have enough energy to get all the way to the basket and dunk it or if hes just going to toss it up and have it drop down. i didnt know anything about any
of these guys, though i had seen a few players in college and the pros who were playing in this one. we had a good conversation on the sidelines, and because he knew who i was
and i knew who he was, he was able to calm me down and put me at ease. i knew he had a lot of confidence in me, and i felt the same way, but also i was never more nervous in
my life than that moment. i definitely wish that i had more time to prepare, but these guys know my game really well. i did a lot of work on these dunks to help me relax for that

contest, but its probably the best dunk ive ever performed in a real game.
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